CPhl Worldwide: November 5-7, 2019
World’s Largest Pharma Event celebrating its 30 Anniversary

Client Overview
Syngene International Limited - is Asia’s largest contract
research and manufacturing organization, supporting R&D
programs from lead generation to clinical supplies. The
company is an innovation focused global discovery,
development and manufacturing organization providing
integrated scientiﬁc services to pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, nutrition, animal health, consumer goods
and specialty chemical industries around the world.

Event Overview

Client Objective

CPhI Worldwide is the world’s largest pharmaceutical
exhibition uniting over 50,000 visiting attendees and 2,500
international exhibitors under one roof. Each year CPhI
unites more than 100,000 pharmaceutical professionals
through exhibitions, conferences and online communities to
network, identify business opportunities and expand the
global market.

In November 2019, CPhI celebrated its 30th anniversary and brought together
an exciting list of biopharma experts to lead the event program. Syngene
wanted to make the most of this celebration and build industry-deﬁning
partnerships with their integrated drug discovery, development and
manufacturing services for novel molecular entities. For us at B2B Sales
Arrow, it was a challenge full of possibility and excitement!

Client Requirement
For an event with the scale of CPhI, every company
would want to get the most bang for their buck.
And when they are just one of the many industryrivals, one thing they don’t want to compromise on
is to stand out in a way that reﬂects their brand
and attracts positive attention. Syngene thought no
different.
For CPhI Worldwide 2019, they wanted our
assistance with:
Focused On-Ground Lead Generation
Team B2B Sales Arrow was required to work
alongside Syngene’s sales reps and leverage their
On-Ground Lead Generation and Prospect
Filtration strategies to build a strong sales
pipeline.

B2B Sales Arrow Solution
A) - Understand Company and Delegates
The ﬁrst step was to analyze attendee proﬁles and understand existing Syngene customers in that market segment. Our second step was to
use "look-alike modeling" to identify other companies with similar traits to those customers.

B) - Market Research
Closer to the event, we started brainstorming ways to drive engagement and plot a prospecting path by mapping the event ﬂoor plan.

C) - Native Sales Executive
Our suave strike of strategy was looping in a Native, Multi-lingual Booth Ambassador. Her personality and ﬂuency in language brought
decent ripe opportunities on the table, which could not have been linguistically possible otherwise.

D) - Proactive Event Coordination
On-site supervision of all ancillary services: set-up, tear-down, liaison with show coordinators, IT support, etc.
Proactively identify and meet potential new clients and provide guidance/ support
Work with the sales and marketing teams to develop successful partnerships

E) - Analytics and Reporting
Last but not the least, we prepared sales notes for SQLs and consolidated event reports and shared with the stakeholders.

Key Results
CPhI ended on a blast with 35+ extremely valuable meetings, an
unmatched global exposure and a rich database for future
engagements. We are proud and extremely honored to build a
quality sales pipeline for Syngene that includes extremely targeted
CXOs of Fortune 500 and Global 2000 companies across the globe.

Highlights include:
35+ meetings secured.
Shared market intelligence & established dialogue with C-suite
executives.
Increased ROI for our client from targeted, commercially
signiﬁcant associations

About B2B Sales Arrow
B2B Sales Arrow is a Marketing Technology and Events Lead Generation company based out of Bangalore. We specialize in Market Research &
Automation, Lead Generation, Exhibit Booth Design and Production.
To know more about us and how we can help you can create stunning sales pipeline, drop us a line at info@b2bsalesarrow.com
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